For a visual feedback without geometric features, 1 this brief suggests to apply a basis made by the Walsh functions 2 in order to reduce the off-line experimental cost. Depending on 3 the resolution, the feedback is implementable and achieves the 4 closed-loop stability of dynamical systems as long as the input-5 output linearity on matrix space exists. Remarkably, a part of 6 the whole occlusion effects is rejected, and the remaining part 7 is attenuated. The validity is confirmed by the experimental 8 feedback for nonplanar sloshing.
. Block diagram with the image processing for geometric features. guaranteed by our simple idea beginning with a change of the 43 mapping domain and codomain (the input and output spaces) 44 of the plant block. In many conventional visual feedbacks, 45 geometric features are defined in a coordinate space R n (e.g., 46 the camera image plane R 2 ), which can be eventually the 47 output space of the plant block. In our visual feedback in 48 Fig. 2 , geometric features are not defined, and a matrix 49 space M m×n is the output space of the plant block. Since 50 any coordinate space is isomorphic to a matrix space, the 51 design procedures of our control block on matrix space can be 52 systematic when fruitful control theories are applicable again. 53 However, due to the computational limitation at least, such 54 theories are not always applicable as they are. In our visual 55 feedback, from the perspective of the Hilbert space [8] , we can 56 design a basis in the output space M m×n so that the control 57 theories are applicable under the computational limitation. 58 Indeed, in the absence of occlusion, our pilot study [9] 59 performs an off-line basis generation procedure before the 60 system identification procedure. 61 In the presence of occlusion, this brief suggests to apply 62 a new special basis by which any off-line basis generation 63 procedure is not needed. This means a cut of the experimental 64 cost, because the experimental movies for the off-line basis 65 generation procedure are nothing but big data for control. The 66 new special basis is made by the Walsh functions, which have 67 not been applied for modeling and control of dynamical sys-68 tems by the conventional visual feedbacks without geometric 69 features.
The new special basis does not need any off-line basis genis almost the same as a coordinate space, which is familiar. 126 However, in engineering, as long as the control objective is 127 defined in the camera image, the matrix space is more suitable 128 to design the basis. 129 Since a matrix space M m×n has a normalized orthogonal 130 basis E 1 , . . . , E mn [8] Here, the most popular basis in the output space is the 138 standard basis (the pixel-by-pixel basis)
by which any off-line basis generation procedure is not needed. 142 The standard basis could work locally at least for static 143 systems as the pixel-by-pixel feedback. However, the standard 144 basis can cause several problems for dynamical systems. One 145 of them is from the computational limitation, because the 146 number of the standard basis elements is nothing but the 147 number of the pixels mn, which is usually quite large [10] . 148 Indeed, a more than 1×10 6 pixels feedback is implemented on 149 a better hardware [2] . Nevertheless, the standard basis cannot 150 be truncated systematically without geometric features. For 151 example, for a certain plant block with a control objective, 152 even if we know that the (1,2)-pixel of the camera image is 153 not important, the truncation of E S 2 is not accepted, because 154 such truncation is nothing but the geometric feature extraction 155 depending on the plant block or the control objectives. 156 To solve the standard basis problem, under the computa-157 tional limitation, our pilot study [9] discusses an alternative 158 basis, which is systematically truncated without geometric 159 features. However, the alternative basis needs an off-line basis 160 generation procedure before the system identification proce-161 dure. This means an increase of the experimental cost, since 162 the alternative basis cannot be generated without acquiring the 163 experimental movies. 164 One may think that the experimental cost in the off-line 165 basis generation procedure is not an issue, since the acquired 166 movies for the off-line basis generation procedure can be 167 reused for the system identification procedure. This is not 168 true. The acquired movies for the off-line basis generation 169 procedure are nothing but big data for control (e.g., the raw 170 movies) and are much bigger than the outputs for the system 171 identification procedure in which the number of the basis 172 elements (the output dimension) is already fixed.
173
To solve the alternative basis problem as well as the standard 174 basis problem, this brief suggests to apply a new special basis, 175 which can be systematically truncated without geometric fea-176 tures but does not need any off-line basis generation procedure. 
Here, the number N := mn is constrained to be m = n = 186 2 L (∀L ∈ Z + ). The notation vec(•) is an isomorphism by 187 which a matrix X ∈ M m×n with the i th row [12] .
189
The new special basis is referred to as a Walsh basis in this speaking, in the order of the horizontal first and the vertical 201 second sequence (the number of the switch between the white 202 and the black in the horizontal or vertical scanning), the Walsh 203 basis is systematically truncated without geometric features. 204 In addition, even though the original Walsh-Hadamard trans-205 form size m × n (the number of the basis elements mn) is not 206 free as defined earlier, based on the projection theorem [8] , the 207 Walsh basis is freely truncated so that fruitful control theories 208 are applicable.
209
The major difference between the Walsh basis in this brief 210 and the alternative basis is the experimental cost. Unlike the 211 Walsh basis, the alternative basis is generated by acquiring the 212 experimental movies with a lot of specific information about 213 the plant block. In return, the number of the alternative basis 214 elements (the output dimension) can be smaller than that of 215 the Walsh basis elements. In a word, the online experimental 216 cost is reduced by the alternative basis, whereas the off-217 line experimental cost is reduced by the Walsh basis. Also, 218 unlike the alternative basis, the Walsh basis is applicable to 219 model free control (e.g., the PID control) skipping any off-line 220 procedure. The range of the basis design will be increased by 221 this brief.
222

III. APPLICATION TO NONPLANAR SLOSHING
223
A. Experimental Setup 224
Sloshing [15] , [16] is an important dynamical system in con-225 trol systems technology [17] - [19] . Especially for nonplanar 226 sloshing [16] , [20] , [21], the whole shape of the free surface is 227 difficult to be measured by a few level sensors. As nonplanar 228 sloshing is called nonlinear sloshing [15] , [22] , apart from 229 numerical or experimental validations [23] , the closed-loop 230 stability has been difficult to be guaranteed. In a related 231 paper [18] , the whole shape of nonplanar surface is defined 232 as a geometric feature and extracted in the image processing 233 block. Since the whole shape of nonplanar surface is given 234 in the control block, a model-based feedback is achieved as 235 long as a certain input-output linearity exists on polynomial 236 space. However, the design procedures of the image processing 237 block are not systematic due to the geometric feature. In this 238 brief, unlike in the related paper, even when the whole shape 239 of nonplanar surface is not given in the control block in the 240 presence of occlusion, a model-based feedback is achieved 241 without geometric features. The control block and the image 242 processing block are unified, and both design procedures are 243 systematic. Fig. 11 shows the fit ratio [24] 322
whereỹ (k) is the difference between the actual output com-324 ponent y (k) (the black dots) and the model output component 325 (the red lines) in Figs. 5-9 by the same input. The notation 326 E[•] denotes the expectation. The best fit ratio is achieved by 327 the basis element E W 15 corresponding to nonplanar sloshing. 328 The second and the third best fit ratios are achieved by the 329 basis elements E W 3 and E W 4 corresponding to planar sloshing. 330 These results imply that an input-output linearity exists on the 331 matrix space. On the other hand, the worst and the secondary 332 worst fit ratios are achieved by the basis elements E W 1 and 333 E W 56 , respectively. This implies the existence of the uncertainty 334 whose output is the state disturbance V (k) in the input-state 335 equation (1). However, both gains of the basis elements E W 1 336 and E W 56 in Fig. 10 are relatively small.
337
C. Control Experimental Method 338
The LQG control is applied on the matrix space. Fig. 12 339 shows the block diagram. We can skip the off-line basis 340 generation procedure as well as the online geometric feature 341 extraction. This simplicity is a fruit of our visual feedback. The 342 control objective is the asymptotic stabilization of the plant 343 origin, that is, the steady horizontal surface, in the presence 344 of occlusion. The initial surface condition at t = t 0 > 0 is 345 prepared by applying the feedforward input (3) with A 1 = A 2 346 and f 1 = f 2 in the period [0, t 0 ] to the steady horizontal 347 surface at t = 0. Here, we set (A 1 , f 1 ) = (0.9, 0.285) for 348 planar sloshing and (A 1 , f 1 ) = (1.50, 0.567) for nonplanar 349 sloshing, and t 0 = 15 [s]. Just after the feedforward input 350 ends, we start the LQG control minimizing the objective 351 functions [8] 
for the LQ controller and
for the Kalman filter with the estimated stateX (k) against the 356 zero-mean disturbances V (k) and W (k) such that
in which (q f , r f ) = (0.008, 30.77) and (q e , r e ) = (0.001, 10) 360 in case of N = 4 (4-output), and (q f , r f ) = (0.0142, 17.61) 361 and (q e , r e ) = (0.001, 50) in case of N = 64 (64-output), 362 respectively. These weights q f , r f , q e , and r e are searched so 363 that the inputs at planar sloshing take the same value at t = 15 364 [s] between N = 4 and N = 64 for a fair comparison. First, 365 in the absence of occlusion, the stabilization by the proposed 366 control is discussed. Second, in the presence of occlusion 367 which is a student's hand, the rejection and the attenuation 368 of the whole occlusion effects are also discussed. Fig. 3 are lower than the others.
399 Table I summarizes the off-line and online experimental 400 costs and the performance. The Walsh basis in case of N = 64 401 achieves the best performance. Here, N = 64(> 40) is very 402 high so that the exchange of the Walsh basis for the alternative 403 (POD) basis [9] can correspond to the change of basis and can 404 Figs. 18 and 19 show the input component and the output 451 norm in the presence of occlusion for nonplanar sloshing 452 discussed in Fig. 17 (a)-(c). These settling times are slightly 453 larger than those without occlusion. Especially in the transient 454 period 15 ≤ t ≤ 25 [s], the existence of the occlusion is 455 observed, but the input and output components tend to be 456 zero in the steady-state period again. The validity is confirmed 457 even in the presence of occlusion. As a demonstration, Fig. 20 458 shows the output norm Y (k) against the input disturbance 459 [the same chirplike input (3) for the system identification] 460 instead of the output disturbance (the occlusion effect). Again, 461 the proposed control is better than the no control.
462
Finally, let us discuss the robust stability analysis. This is 463 also a demonstration that our visual feedback guarantees the 464 closed-loop stability even in the presence of the (input mul-465 tiplicative) uncertainty and the occlusion effect W . Taking 466 the extended block structure set:
it is known that the robust performance as 468 
where P is the nominal plant block from the input U to the sloshing whose dynamics is not negligible. The range of the 498 basis design is increased. The next work is a systematic basis 499 generation to improve the input-output linearity as well as 500 the occlusion effect rejection performance assuming that some 501 a priori information about the occlusion is available.
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61
In the presence of occlusion, this brief suggests to apply 62 a new special basis by which any off-line basis generation 63 procedure is not needed. This means a cut of the experimental 64 cost, because the experimental movies for the off-line basis 65 generation procedure are nothing but big data for control. The 66 new special basis is made by the Walsh functions, which have 67 not been applied for modeling and control of dynamical sys-68 tems by the conventional visual feedbacks without geometric 69 features.
70
The rest of this brief is organized as follows. In Section II, 71 dynamical systems on matrix space are introduced, and the 72 new special basis is suggested for our visual feedback. 73
by which any off-line basis generation procedure is not needed. 142 The standard basis could work locally at least for static 143 systems as the pixel-by-pixel feedback. However, the standard 144 basis can cause several problems for dynamical systems. One 145 of them is from the computational limitation, because the 146 number of the standard basis elements is nothing but the 147 number of the pixels mn, which is usually quite large [10] . 148 Indeed, a more than 1×10 6 pixels feedback is implemented on 149 a better hardware [2] . Nevertheless, the standard basis cannot 150 be truncated systematically without geometric features. For 151 example, for a certain plant block with a control objective, 152 even if we know that the (1,2)-pixel of the camera image is 153 not important, the truncation of E S 2 is not accepted, because 154 such truncation is nothing but the geometric feature extraction 155 depending on the plant block or the control objectives.
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III. APPLICATION TO NONPLANAR SLOSHING 223
A. Experimental Setup 224
Sloshing [15] , [16] is an important dynamical system in con-225 trol systems technology [17] - [19] . Especially for nonplanar 226 sloshing [16] , [20] , [21], the whole shape of the free surface is 227 difficult to be measured by a few level sensors. As nonplanar 228 sloshing is called nonlinear sloshing [15] , [22] , apart from 229 numerical or experimental validations [23] , the closed-loop 230 stability has been difficult to be guaranteed. In a related 231 paper [18] , the whole shape of nonplanar surface is defined 232 as a geometric feature and extracted in the image processing 233 block. Since the whole shape of nonplanar surface is given 234 in the control block, a model-based feedback is achieved as 235 long as a certain input-output linearity exists on polynomial 236 space. However, the design procedures of the image processing 237 block are not systematic due to the geometric feature. In this 238 brief, unlike in the related paper, even when the whole shape 239 of nonplanar surface is not given in the control block in the 240 presence of occlusion, a model-based feedback is achieved 241 without geometric features. The control block and the image 242 processing block are unified, and both design procedures are 243 systematic.
244 Fig. 4 shows the 
(3) 284 with t = T sam k. The initial condition is the steady horizontal 285 surface whose image Y 0 is similar to the element E W 2 in Fig. 3 . Fig. 11 shows the fit ratio [24] 322
whereỹ (k) is the difference between the actual output com-324 ponent y (k) (the black dots) and the model output component 325 (the red lines) in Figs. 5-9 by the same input. The notation 326 E[•] denotes the expectation. The best fit ratio is achieved by 327 the basis element E W 15 corresponding to nonplanar sloshing. 328 The second and the third best fit ratios are achieved by the 329 basis elements E W 3 and E W 4 corresponding to planar sloshing. 330 These results imply that an input-output linearity exists on the 331 matrix space. On the other hand, the worst and the secondary 332 worst fit ratios are achieved by the basis elements E W 1 and 333 E W 56 , respectively. This implies the existence of the uncertainty 334 whose output is the state disturbance V (k) in the input-state 335 equation (1) . However, both gains of the basis elements E W 1 336 and E W 56 in Fig. 10 are relatively small.
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C. Control Experimental Method 338
The LQG control is applied on the matrix space. Fig. 12 339 shows the block diagram. We can skip the off-line basis 340 generation procedure as well as the online geometric feature 341 extraction. This simplicity is a fruit of our visual feedback. The 342 control objective is the asymptotic stabilization of the plant 343 origin, that is, the steady horizontal surface, in the presence 344 of occlusion. The initial surface condition at t = t 0 > 0 is 345 prepared by applying the feedforward input (3) with A 1 = A 2 346 and f 1 = f 2 in the period [0, t 0 ] to the steady horizontal 347 surface at t = 0. Here, we set (A 1 , f 1 ) = (0.9, 0.285) for 348 planar sloshing and (A 1 , f 1 ) = (1.50, 0.567) for nonplanar 349 sloshing, and t 0 = 15 [s]. Just after the feedforward input 350 ends, we start the LQG control minimizing the objective 351 functions [8] and (q e , r e ) = (0.001, 50) in case of N = 64 (64-output), 362 respectively. These weights q f , r f , q e , and r e are searched so 363 that the inputs at planar sloshing take the same value at t = 15 364 [s] between N = 4 and N = 64 for a fair comparison. First, 365 in the absence of occlusion, the stabilization by the proposed 366 control is discussed. Second, in the presence of occlusion 367 which is a student's hand, the rejection and the attenuation 368 of the whole occlusion effects are also discussed. Fig. 3 are lower than the others.
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